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Teatro Nuovo, founded by conductor Will Crutchfield to apply historical performance
practice to early 19th-century operas, brought Vincenzo Bellini’s “La Straniera” and
Gioachino Rossini’s “La Gazza Ladra” to Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Rose Theater this
week. Historical practice has been critical in restoring pre-1800 operas, like those of
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OPERA REVIEW

‘La Straniera’ and ‘La Gazza Ladra’
Reviews: New Corners of the Canon
With period instruments and an unusual orchestral setup, Teatro Nuovo’s productions of two obscure

operas by Bellini and Rossini offer a taste of what once made these works so wildly successful.
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Handel and Monteverdi, to the performed repertoire, but Mr. Crutchfield is tackling a
more familiar period: Bellini, Rossini, and Gaetano Donizetti are firmly ensconced in
the canon. With these two fairly obscure operas, Teatro Nuovo opened fascinating
corners of repertoire as well as interpretive possibilities.

As was the case last year, in Teatro Nuovo’s first season, the biggest revelation was the
superb orchestra. Its period winds, gut strings, and natural horns create a more
transparent, subtly colored sound than modern instruments do. It also has an unusual
leadership structure and configuration. The concertmaster, Jakob Lehmann, led from a
chair at the center; Mr. Crutchfield (“Straniera”) and Rachelle Jonck (“Gazza Ladra”)
cued the singers from the fortepiano. Some of the violinists sat facing the stage, the
others faced them; the violas, cellos and basses were divided antiphonally, With half of
each section on either side of the orchestra, facing each other; the oboes, bassoons and
horns sat facing the flutes and clarinets. The players could thus watch and listen to
each other rather than being glued to the conductor, and with the orchestra pit raised
to audience level they could also see the singers on the stage. The result was an
unusually flexible sense of pacing, with the orchestra playing with the same bel canto
freedom as the singers. It was remarkably different from conventional performances of
these operas, when the orchestra can sound like a background oompah band.

This flexibility was crucial in “La Gazza Ladra” (“The Thieving Magpie,” 1817), where
Rossini balances comedy and serious matters with an assured sense of structure and
constant melodic invention. The piece starts out buoyant, with its famous jaunty
overture and festive opening scene, but quickly turns dark when a servant girl, Ninetta,
is accused of stealing silver from her employer and condemned to death. Everything is
against her: She has refused the advances of the powerful and lecherous Podestà
(Mayor), and to protect her father, who is on the run from a death sentence himself, she
doesn’t defend herself from the charge of theft. Rossini sends some musical signals
that everything will work out—for example, the carefree main theme of the overture
returns when the Podestà doubles down on the accusation. However, the subsequent
lengthy scenes of the trial and the march to the scaffold, their ensembles built as
skillfully as the composer’s famous comic finales, suggest that maybe it won’t. Only in
the last 10 minutes, after three hours of music, does rescue arrive in the nick of time:
The magpie did it.

The women in the cast took the honors. Soprano Alisa Jordheim radiated steadfast
determination as Ninetta; mezzo Allison Gish shone in her single aria as Lucia,
Ninetta’s employer; best of all was Hannah Ludwig, whose velvety mezzo-soprano,
stylistic confidence and dynamic stage presence made Pippo (Ninetta’s friend, a
trouser role) the star of the show. Both bass Hans Tashjian, as the mustache-twirling
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Podestà, and bass-baritone Erik van Heyningen, as Fernando, Ninetta’s father, needed
more weight; tenor Oliver Sewell was pleasant as the ineffectual Giannetto, Ninetta’s
beloved. Striking orchestral moments included the wailing clarinet (Thomas Carroll)
and the mournful horn choir in the death march; less impressive was Hilary Metzger’s
continuo cello, which often seemed out of sync with the singers in the secco recitatives.
Though basically a concert performance, with only the capable chorus holding scores,
some light staging and a few props added definition to the action.

“La Straniera” (“The Stranger,” 1829) could have used a bit of staging to clarify a plot
that is ludicrous even by opera libretto standards. The title character is a 13th-century
queen whose backstory involves a bigamous marriage and exile, and her decision to
disguise herself and live under an alias, Alaide, in a cabin in the woods. The locals
(naturally) think she is a witch. The opera itself involves ill-advised romantic passion,
jealousy, multiple concealed identities, a false accusation of murder, and, of course,
death. Rescuing it from absurdity is a wealth of melodic beauty, wonderfully expressive
of the complex emotions swirling through the tale.

“La Straniera” can be a diva vehicle for soprano, but Teatro Nuovo’s tenor was the
standout here. As Arturo, who is betrothed to the local nobleman’s daughter but falls
madly in love with Alaide, Derrek Stark sang with a flowing, lyrical line and theatrical
intensity. Tenors often lose their reason over love; this one was believable. Christine
Lyons (Alaide) had good control and flexibility, but her monochromatic soprano was
marred by a harsh metallic overtone that made her hard to listen to. Baritone Steven
LaBrie, as Alaide’s brother Valdeburgo, got stronger as the evening progressed;
soprano Alina Tamborini was charmingly bereft as Arturo’s forsaken bride, Isoletta,
and tenor Isaac Frishman had a notable cameo as the villain, Osburgo.

Orchestral color added another expressive level. The impassioned oboe solo (Kristin
Olson) that introduces Arturo was vocal and phrased like speech; the harp (Parker
Ramsay) gave a magic aura to Alaide, underscoring her “strangeness”; flute roulades
(Joseph Monticello) accompanied the sad Isoletta, abandoned on her wedding day; and
the whole band excelled at depicting the frightening wilderness where La Straniera
hides. With this orchestra, in the intimately sized Rose Theater, we got a tantalizing
sense of why these operas were so wildly successful in their day. With more consistent
casting and actual staging, we might actually experience the full thrill.

Ms. Waleson writes on opera for the Journal and is the author of “Mad Scenes and Exit
Arias: The Death of the New York City Opera and the Future of Opera in America”
(Metropolitan).
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